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ABSTRACT
Context. Current theories and models attempt to explain star formation globally, from core scales to giant molecular cloud scales. A multi-scale
observational characterisation of an entire molecular complex is necessary to constrain them. We investigate star formation in G202.3+2.5, a
∼ 10 × 3 pc sub-region of the Monoceros OB1 cloud with a complex morphology harbouring interconnected filamentary structures.
Aims. We aim to connect the evolution of cores and filaments in G202.3+2.5 with the global evolution of the cloud and to identify the engines of
the cloud dynamics.
Methods. In this first paper, the star formation activity is evaluated by surveying the distributions of dense cores and protostars, and their evolu-
tionary state, as characterised using both infrared observations from the Herschel and WISE telescopes and molecular line observations with the
IRAM 30-m telescope.
Results. We find ongoing star formation in the whole cloud, with a local peak in star formation activity around the centre of G202.3+2.5 where a
chain of massive cores (10− 50 M) forms a massive ridge (& 150 M). All evolutionary stages from starless cores to Class II protostars are found
in G202.3+2.5, including a possibly starless, large column density (8 × 1022 cm−2), and massive (52 M) core.
Conclusions. All the core-scale observables examined in this paper point to an enhanced star formation activity centred on the junction between the
three main branches of the ramified structure of G202.3+2.5. This suggests that the increased star-formation activity results from the convergence
of these branches. To further investigate the origin of this enhancement, it is now necessary to extend the analysis to larger scales, in order
to examine the relationship between cores, filaments and their environment. We address these points through the analysis of the dynamics of
G202.3+2.5 in a joint paper.
Key words. Star: formation - Interstellar medium (ISM): clouds, dust, gas
1. Introduction
Star formation is a key topic in astrophysics that has stimulated
the development of many observational programmes and simula-
tion codes. The dramatic increase in computing capabilities over
the last decades has made large-scale and high-resolution simu-
lations tractable (e.g. Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009, 2019; Re-
naud et al. 2013; Padoan et al. 2017), in contrast to observational
projects generally more focused on a given scale. Although
demanding in observing time, multi-scale observational pro-
grammes are now necessary for proper comparison with models.
The feasibility and fruitfulness of such multi-scale observational
programmes was demonstrated for example by the ORION B
project (Pety et al. 2017; Orkisz et al. 2017, 2019; Gratier et al.
2017) with the IRAM-30m telescope, the GAS survey with the
GBT 100-m telescope on Gould Belt clouds (Friesen et al. 2017),
or the high-resolution study of the infrared dark cloud SDC13
with the JVLA interferometer (Williams 2018). Increasing the
number and diversity of studied star formation regions is a key
to improve our understanding of star formation.
We took advantage of the Planck Galactic cold clump cata-
logue (PGCC, Montier et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration et al.
2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016) and its Herschel follow-
up in the frame of the open time key programme Galactic cold
cores (GCC, Juvela et al. 2012) to select G202.3+2.5, a nearby
filament (760 pc, Montillaud et al. 2015) at the edge of the
Monoceros OB1 molecular complex. Its morphology is sugges-
tive of a complex dynamics (Fig. 1), and an intense star forma-
tion activity was revealed there by the identification of almost
a hundred candidate cold dense cores (Montillaud et al. 2015).
Its rich environment includes the young (∼ 3 Myr) open clus-
ter NGC 2264, an HII region and a large reservoir of molecular
gas. A multi-scale study of this region is needed to shed light on
the interplay between the cores, the filaments, and their environ-
ment.
In this paper, the first of a series of papers on the Monoceros
OB 1 region, we focus on the core scale (∼ 0.1 pc) and charac-
terise the dense cores in the G202.3+2.5 filaments. We analyse
the dust emission in the far-IR observed by Herschel and in the
mid-IR by WISE over a 0.5 deg2 area covering a physical length
of approximately 10 pc along the filament. This is combined with
the molecular gas emission observed in the millimetre range with
the IRAM 30-m telescope. The dynamics at larger scales and its
relationship with the core scale are addressed in the next papers
of the series.
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2. Observations
G202.3+2.5 was mapped with the Herschel instruments SPIRE
(Griffin et al. 2010, 250 µm, 350 µm and 500 µm, ) and PACS
(Poglitsch et al. 2010, 100 µm and 160 µm, ), as part of the
Herschel open time key programme Galactic cold cores (Juvela
et al. 2010). The data were reduced as explained by Juvela et al.
(2012). The resolutions are 18, 25 and 37′′ (0.07, 0.09, 0.14 pc)
for the 250, 350 and 500 µm bands of SPIRE, and of 7.7 and
12′′ (0.03, 0.04 pc) for the 100 and 160 µm bands of PACS. The
calibration accuracies of the Herschel SPIRE and PACS surface
brightness are expected to be better than 7%1 and 10%2, respec-
tively.
Part of the G202.3+2.5 cloud was observed with the IRAM
30-m telescope during March 2017 at 110 GHz with the EMIR
receiver, targeting the lines of 13CO (J=1-0) and C18O (J=1-0).
EMIR was connected to both the VESPA and FTS autocorre-
lators with spectral resolutions ∆ν = 20 and 200 kHz (0.055
km s−1 and 0.55 km s−1 at 110 GHz), respectively. The wide
passband of the FTS enabled us to also observe 12CO (J=1-0)
and N2H+(J=1-0) lines. Table 1 summarises the observations.
We observed 14 tiles of typically 200′′ × 180′′, and built
a mosaic which covers some 130 arcmin2 around the position
(α, δ)J2000 = (6h41m00s.5,+10◦42′27′′). Each tile was observed
multiple times and in orthogonal directions in on-the-fly (OTF)
mode and position switching mode, with a scan velocity of at
most 9′′/s, a dump time of 1s and a maximum row spacing of
12′′. The beam full width at half maximum (FWHM) ranges
from 21′′ (0.08 pc) at 115 GHz to 26′′ (0.1 pc) at 93 GHz. The
off position was observed every 1 to 1.5 minutes. It was cho-
sen at (α, δ)J2000 = (6h42m30s.36,+10◦33′21.2′′), after search-
ing the SPIRE 250 µm map for a minimum in surface brightness.
Pointing corrections and focus corrections were performed every
1.5h and 3h, respectively, leading to a pointing accuracy mea-
sured to be . 5′′. We converted the antenna temperature to main
beam temperature assuming a standard telescope main beam ef-
ficiency3 of 0.78 for CO observations and 0.80 for N2H+.
We also used archival data from the Wide-Field Infrared Sur-
vey Explorer (WISE) satellite (Wright et al. 2010) at 3.4, 4.6, 12,
and 22 µm with spatial resolution ranging from 6.1′′(0.02 pc) at
the shortest wavelength to 12′′(0.04 pc) at 22 µm. We use these
data to complement the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of
cores in the mid-IR range. The data were converted to surface
brightness units with the conversion factors given in the explana-
tory supplement (Cutri et al. 2011). The calibration uncertainty
is approximately 6% for the 22 µm band and less for the shorter
wavelengths.
3. Method
3.1. Analysis of the molecular line data
For the following analysis, we used multi-component Gaussian
fits to characterise the emission lines. For compact sources, spec-
tra in all CO isotopologues were first averaged within the ellipse
of the source as defined in the GCC catalogue by Montillaud
et al. (2015). A combined, single-component Gaussian fit of the
12CO, 13CO and C18O lines with the same centroid for the three
lines was attempted. If the residuals show features with signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than five, a new fit with one more
component was done, again using the same centroid for all three
1 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Documentation.shtml
2 http://Herschel.esac.esa.int/twiki/bin/view/Public/PacsCalibrationWeb
3 see http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/mainWiki/Iram30mEfficiencies
Table 1. List of detected lines in our IRAM observations and used in
this paper.
ν Backend ∆v Tmbmax rms
(GHz) (km s−1) (K) (mK)
12CO 115.271 FTS 0.52 25.3 50 - 100
13CO 110.201 FTS 0.54 10.8 50 - 100
VESPA 0.054 11.9 150 - 300
C18O 109.782 FTS 0.54 2.6 50 - 100
VESPA 0.054 4.1 150 - 300
N2H+ 93.1763 FTS 0.64 1.8 50 - 100
Notes. The beam FWHM ranges from 21′′ at 115 GHz to 26′′ at 93
GHz. The columns are: (1) Name of the species. All the transitions are
J=1-0. (2) Frequency of the transition, from the CDMS database (En-
dres et al. 2016), except for N2H+, from Pagani et al. (2009). For transi-
tions with multiple components, ν is given for the component with the
highest frequency. (3) Spectrometer used to record the data. FTS and
VESPA were used at resolutions of 200 kHz and 20 kHz, respectively.
(4) Velocity resolution. All spectra were resampled with channels of
0.6 km s−1 (FTS) or 0.06 km s−1 (VESPA). (5) Maximum main beam
temperature of the transition in the map. (6) Approximate rms range
computed from a 10 km s−1 range, at least 20 km s−1 off the line, where
no astronomical signal is found.
lines. The residuals were examined again, and new fits with ad-
ditional components were attempted until the residuals were be-
low 5σ. We found a maximum of three components. Examples
for a few sources are shown in Sect. A.1. The constraint that
each Gaussian component must have the same centroid in all
CO isotopologues was motivated by the following virial analysis
which combines characteristics of two isotopologues. Although
the C18O emission is generally weak, it was found to help signif-
icantly the fitting procedure to identify reasonable components,
especially when two velocity components were not well sepa-
rated in the spectra of the other isotopologues. Finally, to avoid
including extended structures, only components with a signifi-
cantly peaked radial profile were included (Sect. A.1).
Following the method described by Wilson et al. (2013), we
assumed that all CO isotopologues share the same excitation
temperature Tex which was derived from the (assumed) opti-
cally thick 12CO (1-0) line. The optical depth of the 13CO and
C18O (1-0) lines were then obtained, and their column densi-
ties were derived (Sect. A.2). The line widths were used as pro-
posed by MacLaren et al. (1988) to derive the virial parameters
by separating the thermal and non-thermal velocity dispersions
(Sect. A.3).
3.2. Submillimetre compact sources
To characterise the star formation activity of G202.3+2.5, we
investigated the distribution of dense cores and young stellar ob-
jects (YSOs) in the cloud, and their stages of evolution (starless
or protostellar). We do not intend to provide an accurate classi-
fication (Class I, Class II, . . . ) of each embedded YSO, but we
use such classification from available public catalogues.
Montillaud et al. (2015) compiled the GCC catalogue which
contains 4466 compact sources extracted from the GCC Her-
schel maps, including that of G202.3+2.5. They provide the
physical characteristics of each source. It includes the mass, dust
temperature (Tdust), and the evolutionary stage. Because of the
large number of sources and of the variety in their distances, the
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classification criteria provide good statistical results, but could
be optimised for individual clouds.
In the present study we focus on G202.3+2.5 where 98
sources were listed in the GCC catalogue, making it possible
to examine more carefully individual sources. In Sect. B.2, we
present a refinement of the classification method adopted by
Montillaud et al. (2015), based on the analysis of the source SED
from near-IR (NIR) to far-IR (FIR) wavelengths. We define star-
less cores as dense sources without protostars, regardless of their
ability to eventually form a star, and protostellar cores as dense
sources hosting at least one YSO. We also disentangle between
candidate protostellar (or starless) sources, for which the pro-
posed evolutionary stage still remains to be confirmed, and reli-
able protostellar (or starless) sources, when several independent
diagnoses lead to the same conclusion (Sect. B.2).
4. Results
Figure 1 shows the distribution of submillimetre compact
sources from the GCC catalogue. The range of angular sizes (40
- 130 ′′) corresponds to approximately 0.15 to 0.50 pc, imply-
ing that each source is likely an individual dense core, although
in some cases the better resolution of short-wavelength maps re-
veals that the source is substructured. Notable examples are: (i)
the source 1447 in the GCC catalogue where four sources are
resolved at 100 µm; (ii) the source 1454 where three sources ap-
pear in all PACS and WISE maps; (iii) the source 1457 where
two compact sources are resolved in PACS and SPIRE 250 µm
maps, one of which is classified as Class 0/I by Rapson et al.
(2014).
The blue and red ellipses in Fig. 1 show the starless and
protostellar sources, respectively. The individual classification is
given in Table C.3. Overall, we obtained 78 starless cores (21
candidates + 57 reliable), 12 protostellar cores (4 candidates +
8 reliable), 1 galaxy, and 7 remain unclassified, while in Mon-
tillaud et al. (2015) these numbers were 33 (33 + 0), 19 (15 +
4), 0, and 46, respectively. Most differences come from unclas-
sified sources for which our more careful analysis enabled us to
propose a classification. Figure 2 shows the example of s1458,
where the morphology of the mid-IR emission reveals that the
fluxes measured in WISE bands are not due to a point source
associated with the core. Interestingly, this source matches a
compact source of N2H+ emission (Fig. 2, left), confirming that
s1458 is a genuine starless dense core. The figure also shows
s1446, with a typical protostellar SED and a 4.2 ± 0.8 K in-
crease in Tdust. Finally s1449 is classified as a candidate proto-
stellar source because of its SED, despite a significant decrease
in Tdust (-2.1 ± 0.4 K) which is probably due to the envelope of
the protostar. We found the latter situation to be widespread and
therefore excluded the temperature profiles from the classifica-
tion scheme (Sect. B.2).
We computed the virial masses of the 33 GCC sources in the
IRAM map from both 13CO and C18O data. The masses M13
and M18 of 13CO and C18O emitting gas, respectively, were also
computed using the abundances presented in Sect. A.4. Table 2
summarises the characteristics of the 26 sources (totalling 35 ve-
locity components) where the peak emission is determined with
a SNR>3 for at least one of the three isotopologues. We com-
puted the virial parameter α13vir = M
13
vir/Mdust, where Mdust is the
mass estimate from the GCC catalogue inferred from dust emis-
sion. We similarly computed α18vir. These values should be used
carefully, since in most cases the line widths of the Gaussian
fits are such that σ12 > σ13 > σ18 suggesting that, in our sam-
ple, optical depth effects often contribute to the line widths and
Fig. 1. Compact and point source distribution in G202.3+2.5 overlaid to
the surface brightness map of PACS 160 µm in MJy/sr. Red, blue, and
black ellipses show GCC sources classified as protostellar, starless, and
undetermined. Red four- and six-pointed stars correspond, respectively,
to Class I/II and Class III (or more) YSOs from Marton et al. (2016).
Orange symbols are from Rapson et al. (2014) and circles, four-, and
five-pointed stars correspond to Class 0/I, Class II, and transition disks,
respectively. The black contour shows the coverage of the IRAM ob-
servations. The curved white lines sketch the general structure of the
cloud. The white rectangle shows the junction region as represented in
Fig. 2.
therefore to the virial mass (over-)estimates. In addition, the fact
that C18O probes denser layers than 13CO can contribute to dif-
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Fig. 2. Left: Surface brightness map (in MJy/sr) of PACS 100 µm in the junction region. The colour scale is cut to reveal the cloud structure since
the brightest source (s1446) peaks over 60000 MJy/sr. The red contours show the integrated emission of N2H+ at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 K km s−1.
The yellow ellipses show the FWHM of the GCC sources, whose ID numbers are written in black. Right: The three columns show, for sources
1446, 1449 and 1458: the source SED, its Tdust profile, and maps of WISE 3.4 µm, WISE 12 µm, PACS 100 µm and SPIRE 250 µm bands. In
the SEDs: Blue diamonds are 2MASS J, H, and Ks fluxes from the 2MASS PSC. Green tip-up triangles are Spitzer 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, and 24 µm
fluxes from the YSO catalogue of Rapson et al. (2014). Green tip-down triangles are WISE 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm fluxes from our photometry
measurements. Orange diamonds are AKARI 9, 18, 65, 90, 140, and 160 µm fluxes from the AKARI MIR and FIR point source catalogues. Red
squares show the fluxes of PACS 100 and 160 µm from our photometry measurements. Black circles are fluxes of PACS 160 and SPIRE 250, 350,
and 500 µm from the GCC catalogue of compact sources. For the fluxes selected from public point source catalogues, only the source nearest to
the GCC source centre was considered. The source number in the GCC catalogue is indicated in the top-left corner of SED plot, as well as the final
classification (SL=starless, PS=protostellar, 1=candidate, 2=reliable). In the Tdust profiles, the black points are individual pixels, the blue lines
show the background Tdust, the red lines are Gaussian fits, and the grey area show the 1σ fit uncertainties.
ferences in linewidths. Also, when several velocity components
are present, Mdust is over-estimated since it includes the emission
from all the components.
In our sample, counting each velocity component individu-
ally, 15 sources have α13vir . 2. Except for s1461, s1463, s1469,
and s1471, all those sources correspond to peaks in N2H+ emis-
sion with integrated intensities 1.2 < W < 6.2 K km s−1. Among
the 20 unbound sources, only s1459, s1464, and s1472 corre-
spond to a genuine N2H+ emission peak, with W=1.0, 1.5, 1.4
K km s−1, respectively. Hence, the overall correlation between
N2H+emission and boundedness is very good as expected con-
sidering the N2H+ (1-0) critical density (3×105 cm−3, Sanhueza
et al. 2012). Seven of the bound sources are classified as pro-
tostellar, six as starless, and the two components of s1450 are
undetermined. In the 20 unbound sources, one is protostellar, 18
are starless, and one is unclassified, which is broadly consistent
with a correlation between the source boundedness and its evolu-
tionary stage. The virial parameters α18vir are generally lower than
α13vir, but the trends remain similar.
5. Discussion: A peak in star formation activity
The star formation activity can be characterised by several
tracers. Rapson et al. (2014) classified all the Spitzer sources
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around NGC 2264 up to the region of the northern fila-
ments of G202.3+2.5. Their Fig. 1 shows that the surface den-
sity of protostars decreases when moving from NGC 2264 to
G202.3+2.5, and that younger objects (mostly Class 0/I) are
found in G202.3+2.5 than in NGC 2264 (mostly Class II). This
could support the idea of a gradient and/or a regular time se-
quence in star formation activity along the south-north direc-
tion. Alternatively, the younger sources observed in G202.3+2.5
could be the product of a new episode of star formation in this
region.
The distribution of masses from dust observations reported in
Table 2 reveals that six of the nine sources with Mdust > 10M,
including the 52M core s1450 where no firm signs of proto-
stellar activity were found, form a chain along the N2H+-bright
ridge (Fig. 2) at the junction between the three main filaments of
the ramified structure of the cloud (Fig. 1, hereafter ’the junction
region’). Interestingly, the ridge also hosts the massive protostel-
lar core s1446 (=NGC 2264 H), where Wolf-Chase et al. (2003),
using 12CO (2-1) observations, have detected an outflow associ-
ated with the nearby Herbig-Haro objects HH 576 and HH 577.
We further investigate this outflow in the next paper of this se-
ries. Adding only the massive source masses, the ridge is at least
150M. The second most massive source in Table 2 is s1454
(32M) where a secondary N2H+ peak is observed (hereafter ’the
north clump’).
We use our source classification to estimate the star forma-
tion activity as a function of declination, a good measure of the
distance to the open cluster. Figure 3 shows the variations in the
number of sources with declination. The distribution peaks near
δ = 10.7◦, slightly north of the junction region. The distribu-
tion of protostellar sources peaks near δ = 10.6◦, at the junction
region, where most of the N2H+-bright sources (Fig. 2) are lo-
cated. The protostellar-to-starless source ratio also peaks in the
junction region, and presents a secondary peak at δ = 10.9◦, near
the north clump.
These trends are strengthened by the distribution of the virial
parameter α13vir, where ten out of the 15 bound sources (α
−1
vir > 0.5
in Fig. 3) are located in the junction region (10.5◦ < δ < 10.7◦),
three are near the north clump (10.8◦ < δ < 11.0◦), and the
unbound sources are evenly distributed between δ = 10.5◦ and
10.9◦.
Hence, our results strongly suggest a local increase in star
formation activity near s1446, consistent with the scenario of
a new episode of star formation in this region at the northern
outskirts of the Mon OB1 complex.
6. Conclusion and perspectives
We have examined the core-scale dust and gas observables in
the cloud G202.3+2.5. The evolutionary classification of com-
pact sources was improved compared to Montillaud et al. (2015)
to analyse the star formation activity. We have shown that the
junction region in G202.3+2.5 is: (i) a massive and dense ridge
hosting several massive cores, including the active source 1446,
responsible for an outflow, and the possibly starless 52 M core
s1450; (ii) a local peak in the star formation activity of the Mon
OB 1 complex. It is striking that this region lies at the junction of
three branches of the ramified structure of G202.3+2.5, suggest-
ing that these branches follow a convergent dynamics that has
enhanced the star formation activity in the junction region. De-
termining the origin of this enhancement now requires to extend
the analysis to larger scales, to examine the relationship between
cores, filaments and their environment. This multi-scale analysis
is the focus of the next paper in this series.
Fig. 3. Distributions of submillimetre sources as a function of decli-
nation. The blue histogram is for starless cores, the red histogram for
protostellar cores, the grey one for sources with undetermined stage of
evolution, and the black one for all sources. In the lower panel, the black
circles show the ratio between the numbers of protostellar and starless
cores in each bin, and the orange diamonds show the ratio Mdust/M13vir
for individual sources. The vertical dashed lines show the limits of the
area mapped with the IRAM 30-m telescope.
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Appendix A: Analysis of molecular lines
Appendix A.1: Examples of combined line fitting
As presented in Sect. 3, we performed a combined line fitting of
12CO, 13CO, and C18O data where the same number of velocity
components was used for the three lines, and the central velocity
of each component was locked between the three transitions. The
fitting procedure was semi-automatic but the small number of
sources enabled us to check each fit by eye. Figure A.1 shows
a few examples of typical cases with one Gaussian component
(s1472), two Gaussian components (s1458) and three Gaussian
components (s1521 and s1449).
The radial profiles in integrated intensities W of 12CO, 13CO,
and C18O were computed with a running median, and fit by a
Gaussian function added to an offset in W. This offset is a mea-
sure of the background level. The Gaussian parameters are the
maximum integrated intensities Wmax, and the velocity disper-
sion σ. We kept in the analysis of this paper only sources with
a significant Wmax, that is Wmax/err(Wmax) > 3 where err(Wmax)
is the fitting error on Wmax. This enabled us to exclude the com-
ponents corresponding to extended structures. As an example,
Fig. A.2 shows the radial profiles of the three components and
three CO isotopologues of s1449. Only the second component
corresponds to a significantly peaked profile and is kept in the
analysis.
Appendix A.2: Temperature and density calculations
We calculated the excitation temperatures Tex and column den-
sities of 13CO and C18O following the method described by
Wilson et al. (2013). The radiative transfer equation, expressed
with the main beam brightness temperature Tmb, gives:
Tmb(ν) = T0
(
1
eT0/Tex − 1 −
1
eT0/2.725 − 1
)
(1 − e−τν ) (A.1)
where T0 = hν/kB (=5.53, 5.26 and 5.25 K for 12CO, 13CO and
C18O, respectively), τν is the optical depth at the frequency ν,
and the beam filling factor was taken as 1 because the sources
are extended clouds.
In the case where the 12CO (J=1-0) line is optically thick, we
derive its excitation temperature:
Tex = 5.53/ ln
[
1 +
(
5.53
Tmb(CO) + 0.836
)]
. (A.2)
In practice, we computed Tex from the brightest channel of
Tmb(CO). Since 12CO was observed with FTS200 in parallel
to the VESPA observations of 13CO and C18O, it has a coarse
resolution of 0.6 km s−1 and therefore an excellent SNR (& 50).
Hence, no further smoothing or Gaussian fitting was necessary
to derive Tex.
Assuming that 12CO, 13CO and C18O have the same Tex for
the J=1-0 transition and that it is uniform along the sightline, the
optical depth τν of each of 13CO and C18O J=1-0 lines can be
computed by inverting Eq. (A.1).
In our data, many pixels exhibit complex line profiles which
cannot be fitted by a single Gaussian function. Therefore, instead
of classically deriving the column density from the integrated
line intensity as, for example, in Fehér et al. (2017), we directly
integrate τν:
N = Z(Tex) × 31.2 ×
ν310
A10
∫
τν dv
1 − exp(−T0/Tex) (A.3)
where we computed the partition function Z(Tex) using the
Euler-Maclaurin formula4, the Einstein coefficients were taken
from the CDMS database5 (Endres et al. 2016, A10(13CO) =
6.33 × 10−8 s−1, A10(C18O) = 6.27 × 10−8 s−1), ν10 is the rest
frequency of the J=1-0 transition expressed in GHz, and the in-
tegral is over the linewidth in km s−1.
Appendix A.3: Virial mass calculation
To estimate the boundedness of sources, we computed the virial
mass Mvir of each core mapped with IRAM using the equation
by MacLaren et al. (1988):
Mvir = k R × 8 ln 2σ2H2 , (A.4)
where R is the radius of the core, σH2 is the total velocity disper-
sion of H2, and k = 168 M pc−1 (km s−1)−2 is a factor which as-
sumes a Gaussian velocity distribution and that the density pro-
file varies as ρ ∝ R−1.5 (MacLaren et al. 1988).
In practice we computed the effective radius of the cores
as the deconvolved geometric average of the semi-major A and
semi-minor B axes provided in the GCC catalogue for the opac-
ity map: R =
√
AB − θ2, with θ = 38.5′′ (Montillaud et al. 2015).
The H2 velocity dispersion σH2 was derived from the FWHM
linewidth of a CO isotopologue:
σH2 =
√
kBTkin
mH2
+ σNT2 (A.5)
with σNT the non-thermal velocity dispersion defined as:
σNT =
√
∆v2
8 ln 2
− kBTkin
m
(A.6)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tkin is the kinetic temper-
ature, and m and ∆v are the mass and the FWHM linewidth of
the CO isotopologue used for the calculation. The latter value
was taken for each component of each compact source from the
multi-component Gaussian fits presented in Sect. A.1. The cal-
culation was performed for both the 13CO and the C18O lines to
enable the comparison.
Assuming that local thermal equilibrium (LTE) is satisfied,
the kinetic temperature is equal to the excitation temperature
Tex. As in Sect. A.2, we used the optically thick 12CO emis-
sion to estimate Tex, except here the value of Tmb(CO) used in
Eq.( A.2) is the peak value of the Gaussian fit to the analysed ve-
locity component. As shown by Fehér et al. (2017), the linewidth
fitting uncertainty results in virial mass errors of less than 1%,
while optical depth effects in 13CO, considering τ13 . 3, can lead
one to overestimate the true FWHM by up to 30% and therefore
the virial mass by up to a factor of two. In Sect. 4, we present
the virial analysis for both 13CO and C18O, whose low optical
depth alleviates the overestimation problem of 13CO. The dis-
tance uncertainty also affects the virial mass linearly, but since
the present study focuses on a single cloud, it acts as a systematic
error rather than a random error on stability analysis.
Appendix A.4: Abundances
To estimate the gas mass from CO isotopologue observations,
we assumed a ratio XCO/H2 = 1.0×10−4 (e.g. Pineda et al. 2010)
4 The expansion to the third order is accurate to better than 0.1% for
Tex > 3 K, and to better than 10−6 for Tex > 12 K.
5 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/cdms/
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Fig. A.1. Examples of combined line fitting with locked velocities for sources s1472, s1458, s1449, and s1521, as indicated in the top-left corner
of each frame. The best-fit values are also given in the frames in units of km s−1, km s−1, and K for the central velocity vlsr, the velocity dispersion
σ, and the peak main beam temperature Tmb, respectively.
and we used the Galactic gradient in C isotopes reported by Wil-
son & Rood (1994) to compute the ratios X12CO/13CO = 75.9 and
X12CO/C18O = 618 for the galactocentric distance of G202.3+2.5
(9.11 kpc, Montillaud et al. 2015).
Appendix B: Source characterisation from IR data
Appendix B.1: Spectral energy distributions of GCC sources
To classify and characterise each source, we considered its spec-
tral energy distribution from NIR to FIR wavelengths, as pre-
sented in Figs. B.1-B.3. We used the total flux estimates and
their associated uncertainties provided for PACS 160 µm and the
three SPIRE bands in the GCC catalogue. In addition, we com-
puted the total fluxes and their associated uncertainties for PACS
100 µm, and the four WISE bands at 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm di-
rectly from their maps. To do so, we summed the emission of
pixels near the source weighted by a 2D-Gaussian defined with
the ellipse properties reported for the PACS 160 µm in the GCC
catalogue (’AFWHM1’, ’BFWHM1’, and ’PA1’), and cut at a
distance of 3σ from the source centre. We subtracted the back-
ground estimated from the median of the pixels in an ellipti-
cal annulus between 3.5σ and 5σ from the source centre. The
same method applied to the PACS 160 µm map provides results
in good agreement with the values in the GCC catalogue, with
approximately 55% of sources with relative differences lesser
than 30%, and approximately 40% between 30% and 100%.
Disagreement typically occurs for sources presenting a complex
background like gradients or nearby bright compact sources (as
for example in s1488, Fig. C.5).
We complemented these values with the fluxes found in the
2MASS point source catalogue (PSC, bands J, H, and Ks), the
AKARI mid- and far-IR PSCs (bands at 9, 18, 65, 90, 140, and
160 µm), as well as the Spitzer sources reported in the YSO cat-
alogue by Rapson et al. (2014), at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, and 24 µm.
For each GCC source, only the nearest source from each of
the 2MASS, AKARI, and Spitzer catalogues was considered. In
some cases several point sources could be associated with the
GCC source, but a single candidate YSO is sufficient to make
the GCC source a candidate protostellar core. The YSO cata-
logue by Rapson et al. (2014) was compiled from cuts in colour-
magnitude and colour-colour diagrams. Finally, we also corre-
lated the GCC sources with the YSO catalogue by Marton et al.
(2016). This catalogue was built using a support vector machine
method on the WISE PSC, leading to an all-sky YSO catalogue.
The cross-correlation between this catalogue and the GCC cata-
logue provides only a few matches, therefore we did not use the
fluxes reported in this catalogue.
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Fig. A.2. Radial profiles in CO (top row), 13CO (middle row), and C18O (bottom row) integrated intensities W of the three components (columns)
in s1449. Each pixel within a distance of 80′′ is shown by a black dot. The running median is shown in orange, with the errorbars showing the
standard deviation of W in each radius bin. The Gaussian fit to the running median is shown in red, and the offset in blue. The grey area shows the
1-sigma uncertainty on the best-fit profiles. The value of the Gaussian amplitude and its uncertainty are shown in the top of each frame.
Appendix B.2: Starless vs. protostellar: Classification
scheme
From the analysis of the SEDs, a first phase of classification of
GCC sources was performed as follows. Sources without any as-
sociated emission at wavelengths shorter than 100 µm were clas-
sified as reliable starless cores (code 2 in our tables). Sources
with an associated mid-IR source classified as class 0/I or class
II by Rapson et al. (2014) were classified as protostellar. In most
cases, additional evidence that the core is protostellar could be
found, like the outflows and Herbig-Haro objects associated with
s1446 and s1447, or the fact that the compact source is visible at
all wavelengths from 3 to 500 µm. The source was then consid-
ered a reliable protostellar core (code 4 in our tables). For s1481
and s1497, no compact emission was detected at 100 µm and the
sources were classified as candidate protostellar cores (code 3 in
our tables). Rapson et al. classification of active galactic nuclei
(AGNs) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission
was also used to identify six starless cores.
In the second phase, for the remaining sources, the mor-
phology of the emission in all WISE and Herschel maps were
checked by eye to identify whether it corresponds to a point (or
compact) source associated with the core, or to structured back-
ground emission. In the latter case, the source was classified as
a candidate starless core (code 1 in our tables) if a 2MASS point
source was detected, and as a reliable starless core if no 2MASS
emission was found. When mid-IR compact emission was ob-
served, we searched for evidence that it is (or is not) physically
associated with the GCC source. Sources where a large spatial
shift (> 80% of the half width of the GCC source) between the
compact mid-IR and far-IR emissions is observed (e.g. s1479)
were considered reliable starless cores. We also searched the
Gaia DR2 archive (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016; Venuti et al.
2018) for an optical counterpart of the near- and mid-IR source
to compare its parallax with the cloud distance (1.3 mas for a dis-
tance of 760 pc). This enabled us to rule out about 40 IR sources
whose parallaxes are incompatible with that of the cloud. The
corresponding GCC sources (e.g. s1460) were classified as can-
didate starless cores if 1.3mas < [pi − δpi, pi + δpi], where pi is
the source parallax and δpi its uncertainty, and as reliable star-
less cores if 1.3mas < [pi − 3δpi, pi + 3δpi]. In two cases (s1451
and s1468), compact emission is visible at all wavelengths from
3 to 500 µm, and we classified the sources as candidate pro-
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tostellar sources. In the case of s1468, the parallax is compati-
ble with that of the cloud. Those two sources were classified as
’class III/field star’ by Rapson et al. (2014), and might be some
of the few genuine class III in this category which is very likely
to be dominated by field stars. For this reason, except for s1451
and s1468, we classified as candidate starless those source where
the mid-IR emission was classified as class III/field star by Rap-
son et al. (2014). Finally, the sources with column density lower
than 2 × 1021 cm−2 were classified as candidate starless cores,
since this range of densities corresponds to low-density translu-
cent cores rather than dense cores (e.g. Zhao et al. 2015). When
cores were classified as candidate starless cores from several in-
dependent criteria, we upgraded them to reliable starless cores.
This scheme enabled us to propose a classification for the
98 GCC sources as summarised in Table C.3. However, it failed
to identify a few special cases. We changed the classification of
s1509 to extragalactic because of its SED which peaks at 50 µm,
its very low column density (8.4 × 1020 cm−2) and its location
very isolated from the filaments. For seven sources, we chose to
keep an ’undetermined’ classification because of contradictory
arguments, as summarised in the last column of Table C.3. This
is for example the case of s1450, the densest and most massive
source of this region, where the Gaia, 2MASS, and mid-IR de-
tections correspond to a point source that is unlikely to be physi-
cally related with the core, but where the compact and relatively
strong emission at 100 µm is compatible with a class 0 object.
The lack of data near 70 µm makes it difficult to conclude.
In addition, we examined the dust temperature profiles of
each source looking for significant radial increase or decrease
in Tdust. From the Tdust map, the pixels within a radius Rmax =
1.5 × AFWHM, where AFWHM is the source major axis FWHM,
were plotted as a function of the distance to the source centre,
and the profile was fitted by a 1D-Gaussian function. The un-
certainty δT on the amplitude ∆T was computed as the standard
deviation of the residuals for r < 0.5Rmax. An increase or de-
crease in Tdust was considered significant where |∆T |/δT > 3.
Table C.3 shows that s1446 is the only protostellar core showing
a significant increase in temperature towards the centre of the
core. For the other protostellar sources, the temperature profile
often decreases towards the centre of the core, probably because
of the low physical resolution of our Tdust maps at this distance
(40′′ corresponding to 0.15 pc at 760 pc). Interestingly, the other
five sources with a significant Tdust increase towards their cen-
tre (s1489, s1499, s1519, s1526, and s1531) have column den-
sities of the order of 2 × 1021 cm−2 and relatively warm temper-
atures (& 15 K). Most of them also show bright PAH emission
on their edges or in their volume. Several other translucent cores
show similar mid-IR morphologies, and were tagged as ’warm
starless’ in the last column of Table C.3. We conclude that the
Tdust profiles are not a good indication of the starless or protostel-
lar nature of the cores at this distance (and with this resolution),
and we do not use them in our classification scheme.
The results of this classification are analysed in Sect. 4.
Appendix C: Summary plots of noteworthy sources
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Fig. B.1. Spectral energy distributions of GCC sources 1446 to 1475. Blue diamonds are 2MASS J, H, and Ks fluxes from the 2MASS PSC. Green
tip-up triangles are Spitzer 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0, and 24 µm fluxes from the YSO catalogue of Rapson et al. (2014). Green tip-down triangles are WISE
3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 µm fluxes from our photometry measurements. Orange diamonds are AKARI 9, 18, 65, 90, 140, and 160 µm fluxes from
the AKARI MIR and FIR point source catalogues. Red squares show the fluxes of PACS 100 and 160 µm from our photometry measurements.
Black circles are fluxes of PACS 160 and SPIRE 250, 350, and 500 µm from the GCC catalogue of compact sources. For the fluxes selected from
public point source catalogues, only the source nearest to the GCC source centre was considered. Error bars show the flux uncertainties, but can be
smaller than the marker size. The source number in the GCC catalogue is indicated in the top-left corner of each frame, along with our evolutionary
state classification (SL and PS stand for starless and protostellar, respectively, and the numbers 1 and 2 for candidate and robust classification,
respectively). The Spitzer-based classification by Rapson et al. (2014) in shown in parentheses.
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Fig. B.2. Same as Fig. B.1 for the GCC sources 1476 to 1509.
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Fig. B.3. Same as Fig. B.1 for the GCC sources 1510 to 1543.
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Fig. C.1. Same as Fig. 2 for the GCC source 1447, also referred to as IRAS 25 or NGC 2264 O. The cross and plus symbols show the locations of
the 2MASS and Spitzer (as reported by Rapson et al. 2014) point sources, respectively.
Fig. C.2. Same as Fig. C.1 for the GCC source 1452.
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Fig. C.3. Same as Fig. C.1 for the GCC source 1454, also referred to as the north clump in this paper. The straight line in the WISE 4.6 µm map is
an artefact caused by a bright star ∼ 7′ in the north-east direction.
Fig. C.4. Same as Fig. C.1 for the GCC source 1457.
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Fig. C.5. Same as Fig. C.1 for the GCC source 1488.
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